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By Arlan Levitan

SOFTMARE HAPPENXNGS - Adventure
Internationalt one of the original
seamd-source suppliers of Atari software has
boldy gone where no software house has been
before* Not only is their new game Preppie a
truly excellent work (see Sheldon Leemon's
review of it elsewhere in this issue)» but AI
has gone ott a limb by offering purchasers a
single additional archival copy of the
protected software for only *3»99! I applaud
this action and challenge those firms that
continue to lessen the utility of their
products by making it impossible to create an
archival copy of legally acquired
entertainment softwareie to adopt similar
policies* Even "serious" software purchasers
are in the same boat! Atari Inc« has been
taken to task by those unfortunate souls who
bought Microsoft Basic and found there was no
back-up policy in place* I'm tired of reading
about the unethical behavior of a small
minority of software traders and pirates* It's

time for the manufacturers to hold up their
end of the bargain! PUT UP OR SHUT UP,
FELLAHS! Life is still a two way data bus! Is

it reasonable to expect to have your rights
respected while you ignore the rights of your
users granted by the same copyright law you
look to for protection?

ATARI PERSONAL FINANCE
RECALL - The Personal Financial
Management System has been dropped by
Atari* You may remember that MACE member
Ed Middlebrook was the first to report the
serious bugs in the system earlier this year*

A new release was quietly shipped and pulled

again when the new version was found to be
not much better than the old* Anyone who
purchased the package and doesn't have an
overwhelming personal attachment to it may
receive a full reftjnd of the purchase price by
returning it to Atari along with the original
sales slip* They'll also throw in a certificate

worth $10 toward the purchase of the APX's
home budget system*

TROUBLE AT THE APX - Speaking of
the APXf the release of the Summer 1982
catalogue has a lot of tongues wagging* First

the Exchange alienated authors by reducing

their royalties on dealer sales while Atari
guru Chris Crawford appeared on national TV
claiming that APX authors recive a royalty
fiill 10% of retail price* Mow theyYe working
on the users* Many new APX products will be
protected^ with the price of just about
everthing being raised five dollars to pay for
the protection and the new bulky packaging
that gives dealers fits* Of course you can still

count on APX's media warranty still being the

shortest in the business at only 30 days and
no upgrade policy for new releases of
software* The APX may be a bright spot in

Atari at the moment (who wouldn't be at a
million bucks per month of product moving ?)t

but it could easily turn into a festering sore
if they don't start treating their authors and
consumers with a bit more consideration*

HACE ELECTIONS IN SEPT.

- New officers will be elected at our
September meeting* I'd like to urge all

members to attend and exercise their voting
privileges* Nominations for all offices will be
accepted from the floor* Got the itch to be
involved? All paid up members are eligible to
run for any of MACE's elected positions}
President^ Vice-Fhresidentt Newsletter Editort
Disk or Tape Librarian^ Treasurer^ General
Meetings Program Director^ and Recording or

Corresponding Secretary positions are all up
for grabs! If you've thought "I can do better
than that'% this is the time to speak up or
forever hold your peace* Here's a quick review
of the posts*

Presidentr J Hmmm****I've had this job

for a year and I'm still not sure about
everything the post entails* The president
chairs board and general membership
meetings^ represents the group in dealings
with Atari User Group Support^ other user
groups and many other community and business
organizations* Being president means holding
another full-time job and trying the patience
of your spouse regularly* Be prepared for both
brickbats^ roses» hard work» and a lot of fun*
This one's wide open folks««*one year is
usually enough for even the hardiest souls
(including myself)*

Vice Presideniv # Now this one's
really tough! aside from subbing for the
President when necessary^ the MACE Veep is

also Advertising Manager for the Newsletter*
You'll need a lot of spare time and diplomacy
to handle this one*

continued



Recording Secre-tsryt
Responsible for taking minutes of general
membership and board meetings^ and
submitting them in polished form to the
Newsletter Editor*

Corresponding SmmT'iS't&r^ t

Handles most of the personal correspondence
required by the group

Tape 3nd Disk. Librarians

S

Responsible for duplication^ collation and
sales of the program library at general
membership meetings*
Tressurer* Handles the club's

finances, membership roster* and does general
bookkeeping*
ProQran Director * Arranges

agendasf equipment* set-up* presentations*
and main programs for meetings* Also
co-ordinates special events*

Newsle-b-ter Editor! I've saved
the toughest for last* The job of the new
Editor will be to try and do a better job than
Marshall Dubin has done* In other words*
you've got your work cut out for youf Wtm will

be the brave soul to rise to the challenge?

The very size of our group means that many
of the elected officials will create staffs to
handle much of the work* Please respond to
the requests for help from the newly elected
officers* Your time and work can help us keep
responsive to the needs of the membership
and the community at large*

INTERESTED IN PRINTERS? If you
haven't heard it elsewhere* be advised that all

new Epson MX-80 and MX-lOO printers now
come equipped with new graphics chips called
"Graftrax Plus" at no increase in price* The
new chips add superscripting* subscripting and
the ability to skip forms perforations to all

features of the old Graftrax chips* Good news
for Atari owners is that inverse video
characters in program listings are printed as
italicized cHaracters on Graftrax Plus
equipped Epsons* You may upgrade your
present Epson to Graftrax Plus status by
purchasing a retrofit kit that includes the
three chips and a copy of the newest Epson
manual which is much more extensive and
informative than the original*

Was this change prompted by the heat
generated by the C* Itoh Prowriter (also sold
as the NEC 8023 for considerably more coin)

and the new Centronics 739? Both of the

latter offer friction and tractor feed* bit
graphics* and proportional print fonts* The 739
lists at seven hundred bills and is compatible
with all software written for tlHi Atari 825
printer* which is after all* nothing more than a

Centronics 737 with a Sunnyvale tan* The
Prowriter has been a real sleeper until lately*

but when the new release of Text Wizard is

shipped this month incorporating support for
the C* Itoh and the Epson Graftrax Plus chips*
the excellent quality of the Prowriter's
proportional font and high printing speed
should make it the new darling of Atari
owners with the word processing bug*

iilCROBUFFER - Also of intWTMt to Epson
owners is the Microbuffer from Practical
Peripherals* While the serial bus of the Atari
is capable of a 19*2K datA transfer rate most
printers ban only print so many characters per
second (80 cps for the Epson)* This means that
your micro is forced to wait for the printer to

finish one line before before it can send the
next* The Microbuffer stores the data in its
own memory buffer and then takes control of
the printer* freeing your system to continue
on while your Epson churns away*

Model MBP-16k at *159 is available now
and gives you a 16k buffer* Contrary to some
of the ads I have seen* it is NOT
user-upgradable to 32k* The 16k version will

hold the equivalent of a 132 sector disk text
file at one throw* certainly enough for most
casual word processing* Model MBP-64k will

offer four times the capacity and carry a price
tag of $300* Either model fits the existing
auxiliary interface connector inside the Epson
80 or 100 without modification* Should be a
real boon to impatient printer users* Make
sure the Microbuffer you purchase has a
Revision 2*1*1 EPROM on it* Some of the
earlier chips contain a bug that causes Epsons
hooked to Atari's to miss the first character
in a printed line* If you can't find one with a
revised chip* Practical Peripherals will sell

you an updated version at no charge*

FULL-VXEM 80 - I've been using a Bit 3
Full-View 80 card in my Atari 800 for about 2

weeks now courtesy of the folks at RWE in

Narren (Thanks Ed ) and I'm convinced that the
product is both reliable and useful for those
with a real need for an 80 column display*
There are a couple Of hitches though!

1* Since the card resides in the last
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memory slot of the 800 you must use a 32K
card if you want to run a full 48K machine
(Dave Small tells me that owners of the
Leading Edge disk drive system may plug the
board into the system expansion cage provided
with the drive*

2« You must use a high bandwidth
monochrome monitor for the 80 column display*
Sorry folks^ the only thing you'll get out of
your color sets and non-RGB monitors will be
a severe case of eyestrain* This isn't the
fault of the BIT 3 board* Blame it on Zenith,

RCA, et^al*

3* There's not a great deal software
designed especially for use with it* LJK has
80 column versions of Letter Perfect, Data
Perfect and Edit 6500r The first release of
Letter Perfect I tested was buggy* A new one
is on the way* Some existing software,
including the MACE Terminal may be mmAm to
work with the board* The general rule is! No
Grapnics 0 = No 80 columos*

The question is, do you really NEED an
eighty column board? Some folks might greatly,

appreciate the capability* I will be reporting
in detail on my experiences with the product in

our September issue and you can decide for
yourself*

TAKE A RIDE ON THE READING!
- Several new books of interest to Atarians
have been released* "Your Atari Computer* A
Guide to Atari 400/800 Personal Computers",
by Poole, McNiff and Cook is an excellent
introduction to computer concepts and the
special features of your Atari* For machine
code programers, •'6502 Assembly Language
Subroutines", by Levalthal and Saville
includes over fifty handy generic routines for
bit fiddlers* ''Atari OarnM and Recreations" by
Kohl, Kahn, Lindsay S< Cleland teaches Basic
programming in an entertainirig context* What
should have beefi tNi rest of tl^ Basic book
that came with your 800 is available now*
"Atari Sound and Graphic&"t peaned by Moore,
Lower, & Albrecht, im a definate improvement
in both style and presentation over the dry
and simplistic Albrectit text printed by the
same company* Interested in learriing about
the FORTH language? "Starting Forth" is
acknowledged tg tie tbe best beginners text
available* q

ELCQMP
For ATARI PET-OSI -APPLE 11-6802-'

DMl#n wsloofiMl

BOOKS
ami SOFTWARE

ATARI ATARI ATAR:

ATARI
Utint
Thi< Mw book is an "Action"-
Boole. You do mora than raad it.

Learn the Intricacy of ATARI-
BASIC thorugh the short programs
which are provided. The
suggestions challenge you to

change and write program
routines. Yes, it's exciting -
Many of the programs are

appropriate for beginners as well

as experienced computer users.

(Screen Drawings, Special Sounds,
Keys, Paddles + Joysticks.

Specialized Screen Routines.

Graphics and Sound. Peeks and
Pokes and special stuff ).

Order-No. 164 S9.9S

ATARI Learning by Using —
Book + cassette or disk

This package includes the book
No. 164 plus a cassette or disk
(please specify) containing a
variety of the programs which
are listat In tlw book.
Ordar No.: 7220
Games for the ATARI-Computer
How to program your own games
on the ATARI. Complete listings

in BASIC and Machine Language
of excMno SMiMi. Trteka and
hints.

(MsHio.1t2 t7JS
GAME PACICAGE for tha ATARI
Book cassette or disk

Includes the book No. 162 plus

cassette or disk (please specify)

containing a variety of #w pro-
grams listed in the book.
Ordar No. 7221 tWtS
ATMONA-1
Machine Language MurtMr Ibr
|tha ATARI jOO^BOO.

powarfiil HMnlipf prowtdai
you with the flniWMn support
that you need to gat ttw n>ost

out of your powerful system.
ATMONA-1 comes on a bootable
cassette. No cartridges required.

Disassemble. Memory Dump HEX
+ ASCII, (Change Memory
Locations, Blocktransfer, fill

memory block, save and load

machine language progran^^Mrt
mach. Lanf. nogt. IRilNfMr

optiortai).

Comes with bitroductlonary
artida on how to program the
ATARI computer in machine
language. (AvailaMa tiao in ROM)
Oidar-No. 7022 019.05

I
ATMOWAa OMparitappar
A vary piMtarful Tracer to explore

the ATARI ROM/RAM area. Stop
let previously selected address.

[Opcode or operand (cassette).

Order-No. 7049 $49.95

EDITOR/A80EMBLER for

ATARI too. 32K or 48K RAM
Extremely feat and powerful
Editor/Aasamblar. (8K Souroa-
code in about 5 saoofMM IneMlas
ATMONA-1.

I Order-No. 7098

ELCOMP FORTH - Enhancedl
FIG-FORTH on disk only.

EPSON-

1

to ttie ATARI 400/800.1
ConstructkMi articia with printadl

circuit board and software.!

(Screenprint and variable cfierac-f

ters per line).

Order-No. 7210 819.95

SI OSI OSI OSI OSI

First Book of Ohio Scientific

Introduction to OSI computers.

Diegrams, hardware and software I

information not prawloualy
(

availabia in ona compact louroa.

192 pages.

Order-No. 157 87.96

The Second Book ol OHIO
<Mar4llo. 188 87J6

|

The TMri Book «f OHIO
Oi#BrNo.1B8 87J6|

The Fourth Book af OHIO
838JB Ordar-No. 160 89.961

VIP Paakaga - Above book plus]

a cassette with the programs.

Order-No. 160A 819.95
|

The Fifth Book of OHIO
181 87J8I

igraiii for OSI-
C1PMF, C4P. Disk and Cassette.]

8K RAM.
Order-No. 8234 829.80

Mailing List for C1PMF or|

C4PMF 24K RAM
250 addresses incl. phone number I

and parameters on one 5 1/4 disk)

Order-No. 8240 829.80

8K Microeoft BASIC Raf. Man.

181

Expansion

and 6802
Ordar-N».1B

Microcomputer Appl. Notes

Ordar-No. 153 88.95

Complex Sound Generation
New revised applications manual
for the Texas Instruments SN
76477 Compta
tor.

Ov8Bi^No 188

Small Business Programs
Complete listings for the business

user. Inventory, Invoice Writing.

Mailing List and much more.
Introduction to
cations.

Appli-

ti4je

I
MACRO*AmmhWmt
for ATARI 800. 48K RAM
Pleaaa specify your system: RAM,
disc or cassette.

Order-No. 7099 889.00

Add 83C00 for eartna|s version

GunfigM - For ATAH I 400/800
16K RAM. needs two joysticks,,

animation and sound. (8K machine
language).

I
Order-No. 7207 819.96

Birth aontrol wMi lha ATARI
(Knaus Ogino) Caii. or disk

Order No. 7222

Astrology
ATARI

829.95

or disk)

Order-No. 188

Microcomputer
book (845 pages)

Descriptions, pinouts and specifi-

cations of the most popular
microprocessor and support chips.

A MUST for the hardware buff.

Ordar-No. 29 S14.95

Care and Feeding •! tftaj

Commodore PET

-

Eight chapters axphirte PET I

hardware. Includes ra^ and
interfacing InformatkNi. Pro-
gramming tricks aind schematics.
Older-No. 150 89.95 I

Prototype-Expansion Board for

VI&20 (»44«is).

Wordproeessorf.VI&aObBK RAM
Order No. 4870 819.95
Mailing List for ViC-20,16kRAM
Order No. 4883 814.95
Tricks for VICs - The VlCtory
Programs, hints and expansion
information for VC-20
Order No. 141
TIC TAC VIC

EPROM Certridge KIT for ATARI
(Cartridge (bare board) with in-

structions (hofcJs two 16K or two
32 K EPROMs (2716.2632,2732)

I

Order No. 7224 81846
Ordvlla.70«S(

GAMEPACK I (3

Order No. 4881

89.95

88J8

814J6

Invoice Writing for small

business with ATARI 400/800
16K RAM.
Older-No. 7022, ease. 829.86

89A6
Programming

S94W

839.95
Maillng-List No. 7213 824.95
Inventory Contr. No.7216 824.95

NEW I ATEXT-1
This new wordprocessor in

macMna language (SIC) for all

ATARI 4O0fS00 oomputWB offers

the faatt prioa parfbrmanca ever.

23 editor control commands,
17 fomrattirHi commands, dyna-
mic formatting. Verticel and
horizontal scrolling (up to 255
char, per line) Include command
on disk

!

Order No. 7210 cassette 829.95
Order No. 7211 disk 839.95
Order No. 7212 cartridge 879.00

Learn FORTH for the ATARI
1 400/800, cassette or disk

1 0rder No. 7053 819.95

ELCOMP Publishing, Inc.. 53 Redroclc Lane
Pomona, CA 91766, Phone: (714) 623 8314

Payment: Ghaak, Money Ordar, VISA,
POSTPAH) on PREPAID In USA. 88.00 handlhig fee for CdJD.
All orden outside USA: Add 15% shipping. CA edd 6.5% sales tax.

ATARI is a registered trademark of ATARI Inc. APPLE it a registered

trademark of APPLE Inc. PET-»-VIC-20 is a trademark of Commodore.

Order No. 4886
INPUT/OUTPUT
with your VIC
Order No. 4888

18K RAM/ROM.
bus. Any combination of RAM

{

and ROM on one board.
(SY2128or 2716)
Ordar-NO. 613

cost axpanison boards for

APPLE IL Bare board comes
j

extensiva description and
|

software.

6522 VIA-I/O Exp.
Order-No. 605
2716 EPROM-Bumer
Order-No. 607
8K EPROM/RAM Card
Oi<ai No. 888 828JM|
Software for SINCLAIR ZX-BI
and THMEX 1000
Machine Lenguege MonKor
Order No. 2399 89.95
Mailing List

Order No. 2398 819.95
Programming in BASIC and I

madtine language with the
|

ZX-81(82) or TIMEX 1000.
Order No. 140 (book) 88J6



S.I.G. NEWS

At the last meeting of our group we
reviewed text editors and word processors*

Demonstrations were given on the LKJ Letter

Perfect, Text Wizardrand the APX Text
Editor^ We had a copy of the Atari Text
Editor, but (don't laugh now) nobody knew how
to use it and we had no demonstration*

Schedule of meetings*

August 24***intermediate level users

September 9***beginners

September 21 *«*advanced

For directions and information call Kim
Spitzer at 543-0961* ;

^

By Chuck Hawkins
GAMES SKi ^

(A*P*X*)

If skiing is your bag^this is your game# A
skier skis dowhhill avoiding poles and trees
for the fastest time* Downhill is a (1) player
game that is hard to master* You have your
choice of (3) skill levels, depending on your
skiing abilities* I suggest you start on the
beginner level and work your way up* Once
you think you have mastered a particular
level, you can increase the speed to make the
level more difficult*

This program is reasonably priced and is a
different addition to ones library* I would like

to thank Rite-Way Enterprises for their
Gotpperation in my review of DOWNHILL*

By Howard D*

If you have bei^n lijiving trouble
understanding any of the MACE Program
Library software* then help is on the way* I

^

will be trying to tackle the task of^
documentation* and will soon be publishinf^i

some reasonable instruction sheets for each ^
volume of the library*

Unfortunately, I an mot a technical genius

when it comes to computers* I have only had

mine for a year* so I am learning too* If you i

come across a question that I can't answer,

I'm sure that someone else in our club will be |

able to* Please understand that I am referring

to documentation questions only, and all your

other technical questions should be referred
|

to our resident genius, Craig Chamberlain* I

Any comments regarding documentation of .

our library would be greatly appreciated* If

you would like to help us in this task (even

^t a little bit)» then plese contact me* Alsoi ^

let's start a policy of submitting programs to I

the library with at least a short paragraph or

two explaining how the pmm^mmQfimt #

To help expand the growth of the MACE
libraryr wji are asking MACE members to

donate non-copyrighted programs to the

library* Submissions by MODEM can be made

by calling CHET GONTERMAN at

313-5S3-7443« These programs will be

available to members only*

1

If you would likm to subimt something to

our BBS, that number is 868-2064, and th(tl$

command is U for upload* Submissions an

subject to approval



RAY LESS.

ATARf
OET
MOR£

0Y£Ryoommns
IN STOCK

Atari Computers :

ATARI 800 wRh 16K mtmoiy
ATARI 400 wWt 16K immoiy

ATARI 4 10 pnvw

ATARI 810 Disk Drivt

Percom MinhDisk Drive

$669.

$289.

$ 85.

$449*

AVAILABLE

HofTwQam*
EnlMUHnnMnI

72 PRICES

CMNMOWTDIt
•AUt • tcnvid

I i.C AlUN i.CR.

20QL
UU
200i
3004

3108A2
3016/tf

tOtlL

DOT.
DOT*

DOT*

t»5 -IKfllW
t79S
IB9S
1995

1495
«<95
1595

16

SCAU

tL095 1695
09T. IU95 1795
I OXn. IL395 tB95
t O0T. tL295 1795

#790 1690

<>SH RECtSTERS

Modems

PRINTERS

Pro/Writer

EPSON MX 100

SAus • snvKri

HIGH PERFORMANCE
FLOPPY DISK

PRINTERS Monitors



InitriaLl exiper-iencie witrh
A.7^RX^s new

IXlaLcriro iALSsembleir

Phil Heavin

The timing of the introduction of ATARI'S
Macro Assembler (AMACI cmildn't have been
better for me* The arcade game program I was
writing had grown to over 200 disk blocks in

size andi rec|uired 8 minutes to assemble using
the Assembler Editor Cartridge (AEC) even
with all listings turned off* Even though the
source prosram ccHild fit into memory of my
48k machine my latest addition exceeded the
limit of the symbjol table* There isn't any
obvioys bay to change this limit so I was
facing the prospect of a delay while I wrote a
relocating linker so that the program could be
broken into smaller pieces* David Small's
description of the Macro Assembler at the
May MACE meeting sounded like just the
solution to my problem^ The following is a
description of my experience in starting to
use AMAC«

The editor included on the AMAC disk is

the Program-Text Editor which has been
available for some time from APX » Sevaral of
the other languages introduced lately^ FORTH
and PASCAL are also expecting sorce files
produced by an editor of this type* The major
change that a BASIC or AEC programer will

notice is that the source lines are not line
numbered* The editor is a forward and
backward scrolling screen editor which can
remember and execute very powerful editing
commands* I like this type of screen editor
which is by default always in the insert mode^
but this can be a bit disconcerting to someone
who has never used this type of editor*
Because there is less memory left over after
this editor is loaded^ my program would no
longer fit into memory^ even though removing
the line numbers reduced its size to about 160
disk tilockB* This was not a serious problem
since this editor can handle files that are
longtr than available memory*

My first strategy was to change only the
parts of my program that had to be changed to
accomodate the syntax required by AMAC* The
following is a i^MKkliiO: of thesa differences
from the AMAC manual*

* The Macro Assembler does not accept
line numbers*

- The s for EQU must be embedded
betweem at least two blanks*

- Comments must be preceeded by a
semicolon* -

*

<- The following pseudo-ops are recc^nized
by the Macro Assembler*

*BYTE is equivalent to DB

*END is equivalent to END

*PAGE is equivalent to TITLE

.SKIP is equivalent to SPACE

«KORD is equivalent to OH

- The Following are NOT recognized by the
Macro Assembler*

BYTE

WORD

" The Macro Assembler does not recognize ^ =

for setting the origin counter; use ORG
instead*

- All strings must be bracketed by quotation
marks (") for the Macro Assembler to

interpret them properly*

I just quoted the manual on the last one»

the examples and my experience show that
strings must be bracketed by apostrophesO*
In addition^ now labels must be unique in the

first six characters*

Most of these changes were just simple
editing functions to correct the syntax of the
statements* The only one that caused me any
problem was that labels now must be unique in

the first six charact#rs# Since the AEC
allowed long labels I had used meaningful
labels wherever possible* About a dozen of
my labels were not unique so I had to dream up
some new shorter names* The entire
conversion took only a couple of evenings and
the same program was then running after
being assembled in only 2 minutes!

The next step was to break the program

cofiHnued



WE DON'T SELL
COMPUTERS

AFTER YOU BUY A
SMALL/PERSONAiyMICRO COMPUTER

SEE US FOR THE LARGEST SELECTION OF
SOFTWARE PROGRAMS, SUPPLIES, PERIPHERALS,

BOOKS, AND MAGAZINES.

ACCOUNTING* BUSINESS* DATABASE
EDUCATION • ENTERTAINMENT • HOME/HOBBY

TECHNICAL* WORD PROCESSING

MON-FRI 11 AM -7 PM
SAT 12 AM -6 PM

REGULAR OPENING

Megalegs (16K Cassette)

Pac^ten (iswtri dge )

Track Attack (32K Disk)

34.95 27.95

44.95 35.95

Plastic Di
(holds 2 di

Protector
>

Zenith 12" Green Screen Monitor

Verbatim Diskettes (box of 10) 34.95
scrft sector
single sided
doable density

8.00/10

25.00

COME IN AND SEE OUR UNADVERTISED OPENING SPECIALS

244S4 West 10 Mile, Southfield

On* Block West of Telegraph



into MV«ral smaller ctiimks so that editing
was much easier* Even though the editor can
edit files larger than memory it's much
simpler if a source file will fit into memory.
There two pseudo-operations and one command
line option which will cmntoine several files
into one assembly - System Text file,
INCLUDE, and LINKt

Several of you may be asking^ "Now what
do I do with my Assembler Editor Cartridge?"*
It is still a very useful tocil since AMAC does
not indude either a dissassembler or any kind
of debugger* Object files produced by AMAC
are compatable mth the LOAD command of
AEG and, unlike the 'L' option of DOS, it will
not branch to the run address so you can
insert BRK's with the debugger before
starting at «ie run address. After booting the
AEC you must type a LOMEM command whose
address is greater than the end of your
program* The LOMBM command must be the
first command typed after the boot*

My only bad experience came when trying
to use the more advanced features of the
assemblert that is the^aaros and conditional
assembly* Most of the problems were fairly
minor and you are not likely to encounter
them* I Mill give yiHi the list I know of in
next months article about macros* There are,
however, two bugs which are likely to jump up
and bite yout All itocumentation in the manual
show an optional address on the END
pseudo-operation which will be used as the
run address when the object file is loaded*
However this address MUST be supplied so if

you don't want your program to automatically
run at LOAD time this address should point to
an RTS instruction* The other is a limitation
on the size of Macros that is not mentioned
anywhere in the manual* This limit is 255
characters* Exceeding 255 characters does not
directly produce any assembler error but the
macro expansion stops, and this can indirectly
cause a multitude of assembler errors that
have nothing to do with the real cause*

Mhatr is 3 M3ero snd liow do
I writre one?

The ATARI Macro Assembler Manual says,
"The macro feature allows you to define code
words to represent multiple instructions* It
makes it easy for you to use a sequence of
code many times in a program*" All this means
is that as you write assembler programs and

find yourself saying, "This is a real pain, this
is the fifth time I've had to write something
like this today*", you have just found a good
use for a macro* Let's take a look at a typical
example*

In an assembly program you often need to
move a 16 bit value, usually an address* but
data two bytes long is common* We can write
a "move word" macro like this!

MOVW MACRO FROM,TO
LDA %1
STA %2
LDA %H1
STA %2+l
ENDM

This must appear near the top of your
program before you use the MOVW macro* The
words 'FROM' and 'TO' are for documentation
purposes only to remind you of the arguments
when reading the macro* When invoked, as
shown below, the first argument will be
substituted wherever '%!' appears and the
second wherever '%2' appears* Now anywhere
in your program that you need to move two
bytes you only type*

MOVW WORDl,WORD2

Where 'WORDl' and 'W0RD2' are the labels of
variables in your program*

The code assembled will be*

LDA WORDl
STA W0RD2
LDA WORDUl
STA W0RD2+1

Now typing the one line is equivalent to
typing all four lines* But let's complicate
matters a little by realizing that often it is a
constant loaded in immediate mode that you
want to move* We will add to our existing
macro* Lets say that we will indicate an
immediate argument for 'FROM' by
surrounding it with brackets, 'C and ']' and
that we want MOVW to work )ust like it did
before in addition to assembling the correct
instructions to move a constant to a word
location* Here's the new macro, I'll explain it

in detail below*

MOVW MACRO FROM,TO
iF'c '<«'%i'&'%r<a'czzzzzz'

continued
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ATARI 400/800

BUSINESS / PERSONAL

TCE LIST
BUD6ETMA8TER «i CHECK BAL 26.99 34.95 T
BUD6ETNA8TER ft CHECK BAL 30.99 39.95
DATA PERFECT 79.99 99.95
OOM JONES INV. EVAL .... 95.99 129.95
FILENANA6ER 800 73.99 99.95
LETTER PERFECT 109.99 150.00

MAIL MERBE 22.99 29. OO
LETTER PERFECT + HM 205.99 249.95 K
PERSONAL FINANCE HANG... 58.99 74.95
TEXT WIZARD 75-99 99.95
VI8ICALC

EDUCATION

THE BIS MATH ATTACK .... 14.99 20.00
CORPU-MATHi FRACTIONS .. 30.99 39.95
COMPU-MATHi DECIMALS ... 30.99 39-95
COMPU-READ 30.99 39.95
COHPU-MATHi FRACTIONS .. 22.99 29.95
COMPU-MATHi DECIMALS ... 22.99 29.95
COMPM-READ 22.99 29.95
FI8HIN8 FOR HONONYMS 10.99 15. OO
0UESSWORD 10.99 15.95
INVITATION TO PROS. #1.. 19.99 24.95
INVITATION TO PROS. #2.. 22.99 29.95
INVITATION TO PR08. #3.. 22.99 29.95
HATH FACTS-LEVEL I 10.99 15. OO
RATH FACTS-LEVEL II .... 10.99 15. OO
HATH FACTS-LEVEL III ... 10.99 15.00
PRESCHOOL FUN 12.99 17.50
SPATIAL RELATIONS 12.99 17.50
SPEED READ PLUS 45.99 59.95
WANTED 10.99 15.00
HORDRACE 19.99 24.95
WORD SCRAMBLE 10.99 15. OO
WORDMATE 10.99 15. OO

T
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T
T
T
T
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ELEPHANT DISKS

88-8D «19.99
DS-BD •29.99

of 10

ELEPHANT T-SHIRT

8,n«L.XL «4.99

MAXELL DISKS

MDl
MD2-D 52.99
a box of 10

HEAD CLEANIN8 KIT

•21.99 List 29-95

OiacSavars

•5.49 dos-

BHC 13" COLOR
MONITOR M Audio

•269 List 299

BMC 12 " SREEN
SCREEN MONITOR

•89 List ^99

Haysa SaartModaa

•219 List 279

800 Audio Cabls

Connects an 800
to a Hi-Fi 7,99

o
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M

TOOLS / ENHANCEMENTS TCE LIST

ASSEMBLER 6502 <T) 19.99 24.95
ATARI WORLD 45.99 59.95
BASIC A* 59.99 SO. 00
THE BASIC COMPILER 75.99 99.95
DATASM 65 2.0 69.99 89.00 ^ .

DISASSEMBLER 6502 . . . (T> 8.99 11.95 ^
DISASSEMBLER 6502 ...... 10.99 14.95 SI8NALMAN MK II

DISKEY 37.99 49.95 MODEM
DISKMANA6ER 21.99 29.95 -Diroct Connoct
EDIT 6502 <K)165.99 199.95 -300 bps F.DPLX
FORTH (QS) 59-99 79-95 -Cabls includsd
LISP INTERPETER 109.99 150.00 -Talk/Data 8wt.
MACRO ASSEMBLER tc EDITOR 69.99 89.95 •87.99 Utt ff.fl

MICROSOFT BASIC 69.99 89-95
08/A-*- 59-99 80.00
PILOT IK) 64.99 79.95
SOFTERM 37.99 49.95

ACCESSORIES
C. ITOH

TECHNICAL USER NOTES 22.99 29.95 STARWRITER FIO
ADVENTURES 1-12 HINT BOOK 6.49 7.95 -LETTER QUALITY
JOYSTICKS (pair) 15-99 21.95 -40 cps
PADDLES 15.99 21.95 -Diablo Daisy
LE STICK 29.99 39.95 Whssl It Ribbon
GRAPHICS TABLET 238.99 299.00 Coopatibls
DISKETTE LXSRARY CASE .. 2.99 4.00 -15" Carriage

•1499 • List %im
C.ITOH PRO/WRITER

- 120 cps Bi-Dir, Logic Seeking
- Friction li Tractor Standard
- N X 9 Matrix
- 8 Character sizes
- Proportional spacing
- Bit S( Block Braphics
- Greek Symbols FLIP 'M' FILE
- Mix Text li Graphics DISK CASE
ASK FOU FUCT SHEET/PRINT SAHPLE -Holds 50-60

-Hinged Lid
-IndOM Dividors
•21.99 UHlf.l!

* fARALLEL
t iifw iili

•499 List ^795
List ••49

cccc o :mti

TCE LIST
ADVENTUR ON A BOAT 19.99 24.95
ADVENT. 1-12 (T)ea 13.99 19.95
ALI BABA tt 40 THV8 24.99 32.95
ANDROMEDA (IMPRVD) 26.99 34.95
ANGLE WORMS . . . (T) 10.99 14.95
ASTEROIDS CK) 27.99 34.95
B-1 NUC. BOMBER <T> 11.99 16.00
CANYON CLIMBER <T) 19.99 24-95
CAVERNS OF MARS .. 29.99 39.95
CHICKEN (E) 22.99 29.95
COHP STOCKS liBONDS 14.99 20- OO
CONFLICT 2500 . (T> 11.99 16.00
CONTROLLER 22.99 30.00
CROSSFIRE (E) 22.99 29.95
CRYPTS OF TERROR . 26.99 34-99
DATESTONES RYN <E) 14.99 19.95
DEADLINE 37.99 49.95
DELUXE INVADERS .. 26-99 34-95
DODGE RACERS ..(E) 22.99 29.95
EMPIRE OVERMIND .. 26-99 3S.OO
EMPIRE OVERMIND (T> 22.99 90.

W

FASTSAMMON (T) 14.99 19.95
GALACTIC EMPIRE(T> 14.95 19.95
GALACTIC TRADER(T> 14.95 19.95
GALAXY 19.99 25.00
GHOST HUNTER 26.99 34.95
GHOSTLY MANOR .... 19.99 24.95
BOMOKU (T) 14.99 19.95
INVASION ORION <E> 19.99 24.95
LORDS OF KARHA <T) 14.99 20.00
LUNAR LANDER . . <T> 10.99 14.95
MATCH RACERS ZZ.99 29.95
MIDWAY CAMPAISNm tl;99 16-OO
MIND-B0»3LERS 1(E) 11.99 15.95
MISSION ASTEROID . 19.99 29.95
HI8SLE COMMAND -.. 27.99 34.95
MOUNTAIN SHOOT <T) 10.99 14.95
MOUSKATTACK 26.99 34.95
NAME THAT SONS <T) 10»f9 t4.<P9
NUKEWAR ..<T) 11.99 16. OO
PAC MAN (K) 32.99 44.95
PACIFIC COAST HMV. &.99 29.99
PLANET MINERS . <T) 11.99 16.00
POKER SOLITARE .-- 19-99 24.95

X IMI-IEIMT o 9 9 99
TCE LIST

REAR GUARD 19.99 24.95
REAR GUARD - - - . (T) 14.99 19.95
RESCUE AT RI8EL(E> 22.99 29.95
REVERSI (T) 14.99 19.95
SHATTERED ALLIANCE 30.99 39.95
SOFTPORN ADVENTURE 22.99 29.95
SPACE INVADERS <K) 27.99 34.95
STAR RAIDERS - - (K) 33.99 44.95
STAR TREK 3.5 - (T) 14.99 19.95
STAR WARRIOR ..(E) 30.99 39.95
SUNDAY GOLF . . . (T) 10.99 14.95
SURVIVAL ADVENT (E> 19.99 24-95
TANKTICS (T) 18.99 24. OO
TREASURE QUEST <T) 14-99 19.95
TUMBLE BUBS 22.99 29.95
ULYSSESS tr SOLOEN. 26.99 34.95
VOYAGER 19.99 25.00
NARLOCK*S REVENSE 26-99 35.00
WIZARD ti PRINCESS. 25.99 32.95
ZORK I 30.99 39.95
lORK tt 30.99 39.95

NEW OR AVAILABLE SOON ^
ALIEN »«LL ....... 14.99 19.95
ALIEN SWARM 26.99 34.95
ARCADE PRO FOOTBAL 26-99 34.95
BATTLE OF SHILOH . 29.99 39.95
CENTIPEDE 32.99 44.95
CLOWNS tt BALLOONS. 22.99 29-95
DR. GOODCODES CAVE 22.99 29.95
DRAGON'S EYE 22.99 29.95
6QRF 30.99 39.99
NAUTILUS (E) 22.99 29.95
NIGHT RALLY 26.99 34.95
PHEPPIE (E) 22.99 29.95
SHOOTINB ARCADE <E) 22.99 29.95
SLIME (E) 22.99 29.95
9TAR BLAZER 23.99 31.95
TI8ER8 IN THE SNOW 29.99 39.95
TRACK ATTACK 22.99 29.95
ULTIMA r 30.99 39.95
ULTIMA II 45.99 59.95
WIZARD OF WOR 30.99 39.95

9
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DA XDO M XDM X Qt-iT

MOLJSK#=%T—TACK
F»'ATHF=" I IMDEF*

X n

XC ^22. 99 LIST 34.

LIST 34.95

LIST 34.95

LIST 39.95

SCIHOOL. OAYS
COrJVElFtSAT I OIMAL- — (TAPE)

f='f%e:imoi-i ..... '^o. list 59.95

OEirRMAN ^0-«y«5» LIST 59.99

XTAL-XAN .... -'I-O. LIST 59.99
_ . . . i^^O. LIST 99*99

MOF^DRACE J.A-«^*^ LIST 24.95

AtMV BEL-OM R'Of* 1 - LIST 29.95

XMBER CD>

D XSKMAIMACBEF^ (D)

CD)

<E)

8IMAKI (D)

(D)

T»Tape D-Disk E-Eith«r Spocials good until 9/15/82

Th* Computer Cwpr*//
M-F 10 AM - 9 PM
Sat 10 AM - 6

1— X»!

P.O. Box 569, Oept 1

Troy, MI 48099

Add 92.00 for shipping. MI rosidonts add 4X tax. Money orders,

checks (allow 10 days) accepted. MC/VISA accepted with card •

S( expir. date. Add SI. 50 for C.O.D- Prices subject to change.
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LDA #L0W%1
STA %2
LDA *HIGH%1
STA %2+l

ELSE
LDA%1
STA %2
LDA
STA %2+l

ENDIF
EMDM

The IF...ELSE...ENDI'" is new so let's
examine *

' and then show the results of using
this new macro. The IF tests the condition
specified and then assembles only one of the
two groups. The program statements between
the IF and the ELSE are Assembled if the
condition is true and the statements between
the ELSE and the ENDIF will be assembled if

tlie condition is false* The ELSE clause is
optional, so in some cases you may use the
IF«mENDIF construct. IF's can be nested as we
will see in an example in the next article but
for now let's keep it simple.

The condition looks a little Mierd so let's
look at that for a minute. We want to test to
see if the first argument is surrounded by
brackets* It's really sufficient just to test
that the first character is '['. Unfortunately
there isn't a way to separate out that first
character to test it> so instead we will check
the whole thing by treating the entire
argument as a string. The greater than (» and
less than «) operators function on strings
using the ATASCII sequence to determine the
order of the strings. After treating the first
argument as a string^ by putting apostrophes
around it, we can check that it falls between
'C 'and 'C3333]]'. A look at the ATASCII
table should convince you that this will catch
any reasonable argument that starts with 'C

Let's see Iwm this works by looking at the
output of the macro assembler.Please note
that this is not the exact output but has been
sligMly modified here for (Readability.

ATARI Macro Asseirriiler Ver 1.0A

0000 = IDOO ORG $1D00
WOO START

IDOO

LIST G,-M

MOVW WORDl,WORD2

1D00+AD791D
1D03+8DAD1D
1D06+AD7A1D
1D09+8DAE1D

LDA WORDl
STA W0RD2
LDA KORDl+1
STA W0RD2+1

IDOC MOVW CWORDl3,WORD2
1D0C+A979 LDA #L0WCW0RD1]
IDOE-i-SDADlD STA WORD2
1D11+A91D LDA #HIGHCWORDn
1D13+8DAE1D STA W0RD2+1

1D16 = 0063 DS 99
1D79 0000 WORDl DW 0
1D7B = 0032 DS 50
1DAD 0000 W0RD2DW 0
IDAF END START

no ERRORs« 3 Labels, $4A2B free.

Note that the lines listed with a '+' are
automatically generated by the macro shown in

the previous paragraph but not «ho«»fl in the
program listing above for brevity. You didn't

have to type those lines (or have the
opportunity to malm a mistake in them). If
you prefer to not see the generated
instructions the list sxmmmd would have been:

LIST -M

Tou may have noticed that the instructions
generated by this macro always uses the 'A

register. Since this is not always desirable
let's change our macro and add a few more
very simple macros that will greatly increase
the flexability of the MOVW macro. First,
here is a modified version of the above macro
that will allow us to specify the register to be
used:

MOVWR MACRO REG,FROM,TO
IF 't ' <= '%2' & '%2' <= 'CZZZZZZ'

LD%1 #L0W%2
%3
*HIGH%2
%3+l

ST%1
LD%1
ST%1

ELSE
LD%1
ST%1
LD%1
ST%1 %3+l

ENDIF
ENDM

%2
%3
%2+l

continued



We don't intend to use the MOVWR
macro directly but rather one of the

following simple macros!

MOVW: MACRO FROMfTO
PHA
MOVWA %lf%2"
PLA
ENDM

MOVWA MACRO FROM,TO
MOVWR AA1»%2
ENDM

MOVWX MACRO FROM,TO
MOVWR XA1#%2
ENDM

MOVWY MACRO FROMiTO
MOVWR Y,%lt%2
ENDM

Hovif while writing a program if you know that
a register^ say the Y register# does not
currently contain a useful value you can do a 2
byte move with the following instruction*

MOVWY WORDl,WORD2

Which will generate!

LDY WORDl
STY WORD2
LDY WORDl +1

STY WORD2+1

space with this explanation! I hope that you
can see that this is a simple example of the
application of macros to a common problem*
This can be expanded so that your new
'instructions' could completely define a new
language that dosen't even resemble 6502
assembler code* By using different sets of
macros you can change 'languages' depending
on the type of program you are writting or you
could use macros to emulate the assembler
code of a different processor chip» Just like
other forms of programming, the only limit is

your imagination*

In the next article we'll tackle a tougher
problem and see even more of the pamm^of
macrostQ

Memory Expansion Boards
for the ATARI * Computer
Completely compatible with ATARI

hardware and software

No modifications necessary

Fully assemhied aad tetled

User installable • simply plug it in

One year warranty

Gold connector tabs and sockets

16K Memory Board — $ 54.95
32K Memory Board — $124.95

Build Your Own Memoiy
16K board • no components - $12.50

32K board — no components — $30.00

Add $2 Shipping and handling per board
•ATARI is a trademark of Atari inc.

Dealer Inquiries Welcome

Tiny Tek, Inc.
P.O. Box 820249 • Dallas, TX 75382-0249

214373-8926

If all of the registers contain

values you want to remain the same
after tt^ nvg^^gy use!

MOVW WORDl,W0RD2

Which will genwatei

PHA
LDA WORDl
STA WORD2
LDA WORDl+1
STA W0RD2+1
PLA

The same move will be done but all

three registers MiU be th« same
after the move«

Even though we have spent quite a bit of



2DATA I=»ERFECX
By Ed Middlebrook

For manyt many months I had a recurring
dream I would walk into my local software

temple and find a database program that would
meet my requirements* It had to be fast?

user-friendly (without smothering)^ contain a

quick sort routine» a modifiable report
generator^ and allow me to create my database
as I wanteds not the way the programmer
wanted me to* Every time a new database
program hit the market I ran to see if it would

be the answer to my quest* Alas^ none of the

ones I had looked at was the one for me*
Despair began to set in *** was I doomed to

failure in my search? Then along came the

answer to my prayers - Data Perfect* With a
smile on my face and a song in my heart I

rushed home to spend the rest of my days in

bliss with my fantastic new discovery*

That was the review I wished I could write*

UnforttMimtelyf we live in a real world of
compromises and economics* Data Perfect is

an excellent database system* and yet* left me
mth a few reservations*

Data Perfect is from LJK Enterprises, the

samnfMM^le wtho gave urn Letter Perfect* In

fact, one of the big selling points of Data
Perfect is that the databases from Data
Perfect may be input into Letter Perfect*
Data Perfect comes in an attractive vinyl
binder with chapter dividers and a nice front

pocket for holding the program disk*
Advertised as one of the best database
programs on the market, it is a professional

looking packi^e selling for $99*95«

The specs on Data Perfect are impressive*

First of allf the screen display is entirely
free-format* When you create your database,

you also decide how the data is to be
displayed on the screen* such as which field

goes where, how many characters in each field,

and so on* Up to 32 fields may be defined per
database* with up to 14 of thrnn being formula
fields (fields whose values are based on other
fields and computed automatically as data is

mtered}« A field^ipy MP^to 127 character^

long, with an overall record length of up to

511 characters (255 if the data is to

transferrii^^iiiiMtli^^ FlelctedPAy be

alphanumeric, date, number, or formula* The
number of records in your database is limited

to the number of records which may fit on a
disk, which of course depends on how large
your individual records are* A database I

built for Atari magazine articles has records

of 127 characters long and will hold 511 on a
disk*

The other functions of Data Perfect are
equally impressive* Searching is allowed on

up to 8 criteria at 2 per field (maximum of 4

fields) plus a record number range for a
maximum of 9 separate criteria* Seven search

parameters are available, such as =,<=,<>,>,<,

and so on* Wildcarding is handled just like

Atari DOS, with the ? and * symbols providing

single character and multiple character
strings* Sorting allows up to 4 fields with

truncation of strings in either ascending or

descending order*

One of the features (if not THE feature)

that sold me on Data Perfect is the fact that

it is 100% machine code and entirely
RAM-resident* You boot up with the Data
Perfect program disk» and then put it away for

good* All functions and utilities are loaded
and ready to go - no swapping back and forth

between program and data disks* In fact, it is

possible and easy to kud the program disk the

first time, and then work on several different

databases without reloading the program* And
I don't need to tell you «#hat machine code vs*

Basic means ~ Data Perfect is FAST, very
fast* When I am in my articles database, I can

find any desired article out of the 300 or so I

have entered in under 3 seconds if it is in the

first half of the database, and in under 20

seconds if it is in the second half (Data
Perfect only keeps the first 150 or so records

in core at any one time» it must read in the

second half of my database to wardi tliose

records)*

After you have booted up the program disk»

you are asked how many disk- drives you have*

This is an excellent feature that I wish more
business programs would offer (such as the

Atari Personal Finance System)* Data Perfect

requires you to have both a data disk and a

backup diskf and some of the functions^ such
as sorting, require both disks* If you have 1

drive# the program prompts you for the

necessary disk* If you hm^m 2 drives» drive 1

has the source disk and drive 2 has the

backup* Data Perfect then asks you for

continued



today's date* This date is used for 3

functions that I have found so far* First, the

databases are automatically updated with the

date of creation and the date of last use*

Secondf any field which is a date field can use

the current date as a default value* Third* a

date field can be specified on a printed report

which will also use the date automatically*

After the number of drives and date are

entered, Data Perfect displays. the primary
menu* From here the user can elect to load*

create* or update a database* go into the

utility functions, print p»p#rts or mailing

labels (yes* a built-in feature)* change the
drive/date information* or quit* Again* since

all of the above functions ar» RAM-resident,
there is no delay in going fromme selKtion
to another*

All the bells and whistles are included for'

entering and editing data* As each record is

entered, it is written to the disk* The return

and tab keys jump from one field to the next*

Several editing functions are also included,

such as the ability to enter only part of a line

of data* go to the beginning or end of an input

line, delete or insert characters* clear an

entire line, and shift lock/unlock* The Break
key returns you to the primary menu at all

times (a nice touch, although I have had a

problem of hitting Break instead of Delete and

wiping out the record I was entering)* When
saving a record* a choice can be made to either

clear the fields for the next record or save
the old data on the screen, allowing for faster

input of similar records*

So* with all of the nice features of Data
Perfect* why the reservations? My number
one problem was with the dacinnention*
Although packaged nicely* it was in many
areas vague* Granted* the copy I have is

marked PRELIMINARY * but it is stiU hard to

use in spots* The sections on creating*
loading, and updating the databases are
acceptable but cmjld mm m-km pmrtHit:iMf^mwh

The section on reports* however* is almost
incomprehensible* It starts out saying that

the report generator should Ism very easy t#

use for anyone who is familiar with RPG (a

report-generating language on medium size

mainframes)* I found this stati^ent to be
rather hard to swallow* How many Atari users

are going to have such experience - many have

never hmd any pri0r»er|ieriefice with any
computer before their Atari* I found this

section to be very difficult to use* I made a

call to LJK Enterprises, and was told that the

preliminary documentation is all that is

available at this time* and when the final

version is released, the repackaged Data
Perfect will probably have a higher price*

Current owners of Data Perfect should be able

to get the new documentation for a small
charge, although no final decision had been
made as of yet* This bothers me somewhat*
for I feel I will be paying extra for what I

should have received in the first place} good,

helpful documentation* Oh well* since another

business software company repackaged their

; product at a higher price, it is not surprising

that others will do so*

Tliecytbei^ problem which I encountered was
that the sort function simply did not work
properly with more than 65 records* Another
call to LJK informed me that some of the

released versions had a bug in them* and

returninfl my disk to LJK got me a new copy in

about a week* This copy worked
satisfactorily* I have experienced a few other

problems (such as merging files)» but found
they were errors on my part due to the poor

documentation*

All in all, this is an outstanding program
that only lacks better documentation to be a

real winner* The functions work and work
fast* The program itself is user-'friendly
without burying you under 10 levels of
unnecessary hand-holding* Once you figure

out what the documentation is trying to tell

you* Data Perfect becomes a powerful addition

to the home environment* With Data Perfect,

VisaCalc, and a good text-editor, the Atari
can really show something to all those people

who say that it is only a game machine* Your
biggest choice is going to be to buy Data
Perfect now or wait for better documentation

at a higher price* Take it from me; don't wait*

Get Data Perfect now and enjoy using a

professional database system* Q

Data Perfect requires an Atari with 48K
and at least one 800 disk drive* A printer

(either an 825/Centronics 737 or Epson MX80)
and a second disk drive are optional but a

definite plus*
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SHAMUS
by Synapse Software
Rating - Good

You are an adventurer finding
keys and getting points. There are
different €PlP«^ed keyholes and you
must find the right key to fit in
that keyhole- If you succeed in

finding the ri^ht key, a secret
passage will open. You" re traveling
through a maze with electrified
walls ^d different types of
robots. You only have one weapon you
could use against the robots which
is a laser gun -Every tivm you hit
the walls or get hit by a robot you
lose a man -You get four men at the
begining and in the maze there is
little potions- If you get a potion
you will receive an extra man. There
are four levels of thirty~fewo rooms
each. In the last level you shall
find out the answer to the
puzzle. There are also question marks
in the maze which will result is an
extra man or points or danger . Shamus
has good graphics and nice sound*

CANYON CLIMBER
by Datasof

t

v;? Rating - Sood

You're a mountain climber, mining
bridges, J ufl^x fig arrows, jumping
pits, and liiore- There arm thrm^I avitJi

«

in Canyon Climber. The first level
you must minm each bridge and then
blow them all up -There is a hazard
though.Billy goats walk across the
bridges and they try to hit you. If

they hit yo«, you idie.In th« seccNnd
level there are Indians firing
arrows at you and you must jump the
arrowm or get a shield and get tci ^^

the top of the screen. The shield
wears off after a while so an arrovy

might hit y«** If an arrow hits
you, you lose another man. I don't
want to tell you the third level ...

because that might ruin the
game. Canyon Climber has good
graphics and a little bit of sound.

HIGH SCORES
CHICKEN (SYNAPSE) -

by TIM COCKING

SPACE INVADERS (ATARI) -

by BRIAN DEFAULT

PAC-MAN (ATARI) -

by ERIC CHODUN

APPLE PANIC (BRQDERBUND)
by RON KRAMER

MISSLE COMMAND (ATARI) -

by ANTHONY KAMA

CROSSFIRE (ON LINE) -

by GEORGE TARO

BUG ATTACK (CAVALIER) -

by RON KRAMER

AVALANCH (APX) -

by RUSS HERSCHLER

con IMS SOON

GORF
ULTIMA I 8< II

FR0G6ER
KRAZY-PATROL

KRAZY-KRITTERS
KRAZY-ANTKINS
WIZARD OF WOR

2,980

:03,030

51,940

287,71

527,820

44, 769

7,956

i

4
4

4



DISCOUNT|g^s1?l,Es
Ch«ck Programs D«sir«d •Many Mor« Availabl« at Discount Pricos

YOUR
ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAi LIST PRICE
n Star Trsk 3.5(d) -

n Lunar Lander (d) 19.95•Www 15.00

n Raar Gu^rti (d) 24 95WW 18.00• W^F

n Adventure #1 - Adventureland (t) !t.i5ww«WW 15.001 W^F

n Adventure #2 - Pirate's Adv (t) 1 S. fSu1w •WW 15.00

n Adventure #3 - Mission Imooss (t) 19 951 w 1wW 15.00

n Adventure #4 - Voodoo Castle (t) 19 95 15.00

n Anale Worms/ Crolon Diversion (t) 14 95 11.00

n Deflection (t) 14 95I ~ • ww 11.00

n Mountain Shoot (t) 14 951 » • ww 11.00

n Trpfl^ure Quest (t) 19 95 15.00

n Rpar Guard It) 19 95 15.00

ATARI INCOnrOnATBD
Word Processor {Q)

inn nn

U Personal rinance Managemeni [qi 04.UU

U Caverns of Mars (a; 90 nn

Invitation to Programming z \i) OQ QR Oi nn.UU

U Invitation to rrogramming o \i; 9Q QR 91 nnZ 1 .UU

Conversational French (t) 59.95 44.00

Conversational German (t) 59.95 44.00

Conversational Italian (t) 59.95 44.00

Conversational Spanish (t) 59.95 44.00

The Programmer Kit (c) 79.85. 57.00

The Entertainer Kit (c) 116.75 84.00

Asteroids (c) 44.95 33.00

AssenribtM^eMw (c) ^ 59.95 44.00

Atari Basie^) 59.95 44.00

Space Invadars (c) 44.95 33.00

Missile Command (c) 44.95 33.00

Star Raiders (c) 49.95 36.00

Centipede (c) 44.95 33.00

Paciwi<c) 44.95 33.00

ARCADE PUIS
Gho^ Httfitar (d) 34.95 25.00

ONoet Hufi^ (t) 29.95 21.00

ARTSCI
Poker Solitare (d)

Gomoku (d)

Reversi (d)

Poker Solitare (t)

Gomoku (t)

Reversi (t)

24.95

29.95

29.95

14.95

19.95

19.95

00
21.00

21.00

11.00

15.00

15.00

AVALON HILL GAME COMPANY
Conflict 2500 <t)

Planet Miners (t)

Lords of Karma (t)

Emplra of the Ovarmind (t)

Tanktics(t)

Computer Stocks li Bonds (t)

BRODERBUND SOFTVUy^RC
Apple Panic (d)

BUDGECO
Raster Blaster (d)

CAVALIER
Bug Attack

COMPUTER MAQia LTD.
KayoaWltr

DATASOFT
Atari Mailing Lis (d)

Text Wizard (d)

Dung Beetle (d)

GEBELLI
Match Racers (d)

Andromeda id)

Pathfinder (d)

INNOVATIVE DESIGN
Pool 1.5(d)

JV SOFTWARE
Action Quest (d) (t)

KBYTE
K-Razy Shootout (c)

ON-LINE SYSTEMS
Crossfire (d) (t)

Mousekattack (d)

Jawbreaker (d) (t)

Threshold (d)

Frogger(d)

SYNERGISTIC
Warlock's Revenge (d)

LIST
16.00

16.00

20.00

30.00

24.00

16.00

YOUR
PRICE
12.00

12.00

16.00

21.00

17.00

12.00

29.95 21.00

29.95 21.00

^.95 21.00

-

34.95 2i.OO

24.95 18.00

99.95 75.00

29.95 21.00

29.95 21.00

39.95 29.00

34.95 25.00

34.95 25.00

29.95 21.00

49.95 36.00

29.95 21.00

34.95 25.00

29.95 21.00

39.95 29.00

34.95 25.00

35.00 25.00

WE DEAL IN BUSINE$S*EDUCATION*ENTERTAiNIVIEIMT SOFTWARE
ATARIJOYSTICKS SANYO 13 INCH ZENITH ZVM-121 VERBATIM DATALIFE

Color Monitor Green Monitor Box of 10 Disks

»8 »425 '120 '26

CREDIT CARD ORDERS ACCEPTED BY PHONE 4 PM-7 PM DAILY MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

PLEASE SEND THE PROGRAWIS CHECKED

PLEASE SEND THE ACCESSORIES CHECKED

PLEASE SEND FREE CATALOG DRIVE - DISK CASSETTE

NAME
:

ADDRESS ——
STATE ZIP. AMT. ENCLOSED.

CHARGE MY VISA MASTERCARD #

EXPIRISl^ SIGNATURE_

STROM
n » irt-f SYSTEMS INC,
P.O. Box 197

S Plymouth, Mi. 48170

(313) 455-8022

Send check or money order for

total purchase price, plus S2.

postage handling. MichitM
Residents add 4% tax - C.O.D.

add $5.



Designed by Russ Wetmore for Adventure
International (floppy disk and cassette for

Atari 400/800 computers with 16K RAM*
$29»95)

by Sheldon Leemon

•Look Mtiffyr a game for us"> proclaims the

smart green-and-pink cover of Preppie^ but

even if your name is Igor» and the thought of

Madras plaid makes you break out in hives*

the odds are still good that this game is for

you* In a field dominated by noisy space

shoot-em-ups* which leave in their wake

sprained wrists and frayed nerves* it is

refreshing to find an arcade game with the wit

and style to qualify as a genuinely enjoyable

and relaxing leisure time activity*

This is not to say that the bug-eyed gamer

will turn up his nose at Preppie* On the

contrary* he will be delighted to find that the

basic game play resembles that of the arcade

favorite Frogger* But, through a little

computer magic* this is a Frogger
transformed—not into a handsome Prince* but

rather, into the nearest American equivalent

of that sacred British institution* the

Upper-class Twit* The game replaces the

premise of a poor little amphibian hopping ttie

gauntlet on a superhighway, with that of an

amiable dolt tryin§ to collect golf balls

without getting run over by lawnmowers and

golf carts* This simple change in story line

light«iHi the feme cons^^kM'Ablyt Md at t4ie

same time, makes for better internal

consistency Lwiw ever heard of a frog

drowning* as happens in Frogger?)*

Like ^1 good arcade games* the object of

the gasmim idniple to ynilerstand* and hard to

achieve* On the first level of play* only three

rows of mowers moving back and forth across

the lawn prevent you from i^Mcbing the golf

ball* picking it up* and returning* If you

survive without mishap* you must pick up an

additional ball on t»i# far of m river*

which can only be reached by hopping from one

moving canoe to another* On the next
go-round* one row of lawnmowers is replaced

by faster moving golf carts* and subsequent

levels of play introduce a third golf ball and

new obstacles* such as tractors* logs*

alligators* even a killer frog (probably angry

over losing top billing)* You start each level

with a limited amount of time, and if it runs

out before you have retrieved all balls* your

FVeppie perishes* The faster you accomplish

the task, the more bonus points are awarded*

and scoring 8000 points earns an extra backup

Preppie, to add to the three you start with*

The level of difficulty gradually increases

over ten levels of play* making it unlikely that

you will master it in a short time*

The graphics are not only superbly

professional, but their carttion-like style

compliments the game's theme* In this^«rea,

FVeppie showcases the abilities of the Atari

computers, by presenting a multitude of

medium-to-high resolution animated figures in

to 20 colors at once* Even more impressive

is the musical accompaniment* Ites^-jurcade

games are limited in their sound effects to

irritating laser blasts and explosions* But

Russ Wetmore, who designed the game, has an

extensive musical background, and has

fashioned a remarkably entertaining medly of

"Strolling Through the Park One Day"*

"Humoresque", and "Down Among the

Sheltering Pines"# This soothing combination

almost totally counteracts the tension induced

by the fast pace of the game* Even at higher

levels of play* wiwtm tenders usually flare,

the music suppresses the player's natural
' urge to break something when human error

prematurely ends the game* A pleasant
side-effect is that it also soothes the nerves

of the player's spouse—in my house, it's one

of ttm fmm gimee that ^does no t produce an

ultimatum from the War Departmentt

The author has paid a lot of attention to

the little details that make a game easy to

play* One or two players may play at the same

time* and they can share the same joystick* or

each use a separate one* The game can be

restarted at any time, and the action may be

temporarily paused* Even when the action is

fastest, the game is not fatiguing, and holds

up very well to repeated play* You may start

the game at any of t^ first nine levels of

play, allowing you to practice more difficult

le^eiSf Juul to skip the early ones when they

become too easy* Level ten is said to have a

"special surprise" that will be revealed only

to those who reach that elevated plateau*

Although I guess I'm supposed to say that I

won't tell you what happens because it would

spoil the secret, the truth is that I've never

gotten to level ten* so I don't know* Q



SYMXEC LIGHT JPEIM

Reviewed by Marshall Dubin

NOf its not some kind efioifi' calorie BIC»
The Symtec light pen is in fact^ a
sophisticated computer periptieral# designed
to help bridge the gap tii^iNHin computer and
human being*

A light pen is a device which can "read*' the
signal on a television screen* This signal is

interpeted by your cQmputer as an X»Y
location^ and as m rmmultf the computer im .

capable of knowing exactly where the pen is

pointed on your TV screen at any given
moment* Knowing this» the software in your
Atari can react to the position of the light

pent and perfodrm aoxirdingly

*

Light pens are useful in many different
applications.* For example^ in programs
featuring menu options^ the user has only to

point the pen at the selected option* The
CDmputer^i)^^ rMding the X»Y coordinates of
the pen can branch to the option selected* A
typical program might be structured like this!

**«P0SI110N and PRZirr to ttm sarmml

O Selectrion A

O Seleci^ion B

O Seleo-bion C

Touch pen to your selection

**JF PElte=?20.THEN SELECTION A

***IF PENx=40 THEN SELECTION B

***iF PEm^tmxismsi^ioK c

(the Y coordinates are all the same in this
example)

T^|!# #r« aLso nufMroum iMiyiMljional
applications* For example^ a pre-schooler
might use the pen to select between different
letters^ Aumbersi wordst and shapes* Light
pens imMibtM iiMd for i^uetm*! traifiifigf

graphics design* medical applications* and
much more* They are especially suited for
applications witti the handicapped* since they

are easier to manipulate than a keyboard or

joystick* For example^ you could display the
letters A-Z* and the user could point the pen
at them one at a time* The computer would
accept themt possibly put them into a command
string* and thus one could interact with the
computer without ever needing to use keys* To
someone with limited physical ability> this
would be useful*

The Symtec light pen is a well built piece
of equipment* The pen itself consists of a
stainless steel round barrel connected to a
five foot coiled "telephone type" cord* This
termmates in a connector which matches the
front ports of the Atari* When I said well
built* what I mean is that it's built like a
tank« I think it would survive a drop off the
Empire State Building* Included on the pen is a

"touch ring" switch* This sends a signal to the
computer which can be used to alert the
program that the user has selected something*
The switch is read by PEEKing the joystick of

the port it is connected to* If STICK()«7 then
the switch has not been pressed* It will read
15 if pressed* Your software can either use or
ignore this flag» but it is a handy thing*

The light pen works by reading >the TV
screen* Basically* a TV picture is put on the
screen by a "beam" of electrons* This beam
starts in the upper left hand corner of the
screen and scans accross each row
horizontally* When it finishes a row* the beam
jumps all the way to the left and down to the
next row* It then scans accross that row* When
all rows have been scaned* the beam jumps
back up to the upper left corner to begin
again* The process happens 60 times a second*
so to your eyes it looks as if there is

continuous picture* Actuallyt as the beam
scans* it lights up one small spot on the
screen at a time* This is turned off when the
beam leaves it to scan the next spott etc* So
for any given moment* only one tiny part of
the screen is actually lit* This is a ON/OFF
situation* especially suited for use with a
computer*

When the beam lights up part of the screent
a light sensing device in the pen sends a pulse
to the STRIG pin of the Atari* This is pin 6 of
the front port jacks* This updates the light
pen registers* The Atari will internally
interpet this information and can calculate the
exact position of the electron beai^ Jhis is

placed into the Atari light pen registers

continued



locited at 564 and 565 (decimal)t Location 564
contains tliff horizmtal location of the beam
and 565 the vertical position*

Sot thm light pcNn itetects the TV beamf and

this tells the computer exactly where your pen

is pointing* Thus the exact position of the TV
beam is known* So now what? Here's what a

typical skeleton program would look like!

•CLEAR AND READ PEN REGISTERS

100 POKE 564|6aK}KE 565»0

110 X=PEEK 564:Y=PEEK(565)

••USE THE DATA AS YOU SEE FIT

120 IF X=200 AND Y=90 THEN •

130 IF X=80 THEN

The IF/THEN statements can be used to

branch to a routine^ plot or draw a graphics

screent turn on a relay> or you name it^

Symtec gives you a couple of routines to

get you started^ and reallyt once you play with

it for a while it is easy to use in your
programs* Except for the two or three demo
routineSf the manual really dosen't give you
much else* Since the pen is powered from the

Atarii just plug it in and use it^

When calibrating your pen to the screen,

use the statement!

10 PRINT PEEK(564),PEEK(565):G0T0 10

This will tell you the pen's location • Knowing
where you will want the user to point the pen,

just note the values from 564 and 565 in your

IF/THEN statements^ Then if the values
returned by the user while pointing the pen
match the values you have pre-recorded and

mmtmfBd in your IF/THEN statements, the
computer will branch accordingly*

Although the manual says that the pen will

see the screen with a resolution of plus or
minus 1 pixel, this does not necessarily
translate into Atari terms«.J!ar the Atari> each
graphics mode is said to have different pixel

sizes* The readings you get back from
locations 564 and 565f thcH^ ito not change
with the graphics modes* For #itample, location

564 will give you a reading of between 71 and

228 regardless of the graphics mode you're in*

This is because! Mhat is being interp#ted is

the horizontal "color clock" value* I am not

going to dwell too much on this (see Craig
Chamberlain's series in COMPUTE! for an

excellent explanation of how a TV beam workst

as well as the new GTIA), but basically a color

dock is a unit of meas^rn^ ttm time it takes
the TV beam to scan horizontally accross one

line^ This is what is being read into the Atari
register* Therefore, if you want to translate

this into a particular pixel size for a certain

graphics mode, you mil have to manipulate the
register value to corrmmpond with the piirel

size you select*

The examples provided by Symtec stocmr how
to draw in modes 7 or 8* Mode 7 needs no
translation, since the number of horizontal
pixels almost matches the culor clock coiMt in

the light pen register* Mode S requires that

you multiply the pen register value by 2*

Other low res modes may require a table to

translate color clock value into pixel sizes*

This is mostly used for drawing purposes* For
detecting the beam as in a menu or user
selection program^ just knowing the register

values and including the actual values in your

IF/THEN statement will suffice* Incidently,

the manual does not go into this^ (Hmmm,
maybe some potential for an article?)*

Symtec provides a one year warranty* They
will pay everything for the first 90 days» and

after that you pay only labor dmt§mi^

All in aUf if you are a serious computer
enthusiast, this is an excellent addlttun to

any system* The price is *150»00* I have seen

cheaper pens, but this thing is so well built

and professionally designed, it is weftl^ «Kirth

the price* Q

For more informationf contact Symtec Inc*

15933 W. Eight Mile Road, Detroit, Michigan

48235* Phone (313) 272-2950*

NOTE} Syrttec has offered the pei^ to MACE fiewbers

(sorry,Members orily) for the price of $105 through the

end of Septenber* If interested, nske check out to

SYHTEC 3rvd send it'to LIOIT fSI, 1639 Heiipstead,

Auburn Heights Michigan 48057* (Intemted rtewbers C3n

call m at 569-401)0, ext*tm durinQ the day for More

infornation*

)



Computer and Accessory Covers

« * • •

>
*

• * •

i ' »

• • • . . •
« •

12.2 Tons* Per. Sq. Mile Every 30 Days
Did Your Computer Get It's Share?

PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT'
Contoured to fit

27«m. Vinyl

Light a Dark Brown

Chnrooal A Blaok

Oponinga for wiring

Doublo otltohoit sonmo
Ask for

tOO% satlofaction guarantood

products

Available at these Fine Stores

BYTE BY BYTE
S2130 Van Dyk« Utica

COMPUTER MART
1824 W«*t Ma^U Troy

FAMILY COMPUTER CENTER
IS IMla Barlil^y

RITE WAY ENTERPRISES
•282 12 Mil* Road Warron

MEGARAM COMPUTER
61280 VanDyko Utiea

SCHAAK ELECTRONICS
Oakland Mall Troy

— Or order direct —

-

(313) 979-1698

$20.00 minimum charge order

••ipliRt Hy tft* FEDERAL AIR POLLUTION AGENCY 8urin9 1881,



reviewed by Richard L* Staff

Strategic Simulationst Inc» brings ancient

warfare to the modern day Atari computer

user* For only $39«95 and an Atari computer

with 48 K of memory, basic cartridge^ and a

diskdrivet you can mount your imaginary war

horse and ride off to do battle most deadly*

The Shattered Alliance is a tactical level

simulation of several fantasy and ancient

battles* It comes packaged in an eye catching

game boxt a nice touch for us old wargamers

use to boxed games* The rule book is well

organized, readable, and illustrated* The

game also includes two Command Cards, one

Combat Data Card, and one Player
Introduction Card (provides a quick intro to

using this computer game)* A human can watch

the computer play against itself, or play

against the computer, or play against another

human«

Seven battles (also called scenarios) are

represented on the game disk* Scenarios one

through three relate to the Chronicle* of

Osgorth} Osgorth is a fantasy world locate

somewhere in the Andromeda galaxy* Besides

humans other sentient races include centaurs,

elves, dwarves, unicorns, hozgits (pig-like),

zorgs (subhuman, ore-like), and caco-daemons.

The rule book provides a psuedo-history for

the planet Osgorth which helps place the

battles in "historical" perspective* Magic

creeps into scenarios two and three (two

playerversion only)* Scenarios four through

six relate to ancient earth history, while

scenario seven occurs on middle-earth, i*e*,

t¥m battle at the gatas of Mordor

*

To get one of the scenarios up and running

in th# computer requires four separate
disk-to-computer loads, taking about five

minutes total time* I hate to imagine how long

it would take to load a cassette version* The

initial load is the title screen with credits, a

simple press on the return key starts the

second load* At the end of the second load,

you are presented with a three choice menu.

i»e*, play a new game, filay a saved game, or

watch a demonstration game* In response to

your choice, the computer presents a list of

the seven scenarios <t>attles) available* They

include the three that relate to thm CUironictes

of Osgorth (Ambush of the Unicorns, Battle of

the Two Kingdoms, and Defeat of the Beasts)

and four more labled "DiPsigner Series"

(Carthage vs Alexander the Great, Romans vs

Vikings, Xeres vs Genghis Khan, and Gondor

vs Mordor)* The third load starts when yo4i

make your scenario choice and hit return*

After the third load, you can review the army

rosters for both the LaftSide (whita) Ar^y
and the Right Side (blue) Army* Then you must

name the Commander-in-Chief of your army,

typing in "C" activates the. computer playar

for that army* You next set the Command
Countdown Timer, choose whether you will see

a detail display of morale airt-combat

calculations, and select the. skill level for

solitaire play and the size/training class of

the computer's army* The computer now makes

its fourth and final load} the battle map is

displayed after this load*

Any single scenario plays suprisingiy fast,

about 20 to 60 minutes* This is pretty good

for a basic program* A real-time game system

(called Rapidfire) is used that charges each

unit a certain number of time-points for any

action or movement it makes* A unit only gets

to act/move when a predetermined number of

time-points Jms passed (hBsed on its previous

action/movanHwitK Depending on Ha type,

each unit on its turn may be able to engage in

missile fire ijavelins# rocks, or bow),

movement, and/or malM combats Combat is

resolved on a unit vs unit level* There are

several tyfiaa of-ynita available, including

Heavy Infantry, Light Heavy Infantry, Medium

Infantry, Light Medium Infantry, Light

Infantry, Extra Heavy Cavalry, Heavy Cavalry,

Light Cavalry, and missile equipped unitst

I find Heavy (or EH) Cavalry good for shock

attacks against foot soldiers (Infantry)*

Missile units are especially good when

coordinated in a crossfire against a single

enemy unit; they can also be used for a quick

hit and run* Multiple melee attacks against a

single unit help reduce the enemy army's

morale and may cause that unit to rout*

Careful entry of commands at the keyboard is

important too, I have lost battles due to the

anxious pushing of a key (nothing so

^ &W%trating, |y5 to see one of your units do the

continued



unplanned for)* Hitting the enemy first and
hard helps getting the moraJLe circulations
going your way«

In summary f The Shattered Alliance is a
good computer i^argame package* It has
excellent documentation* good battle map
graphics* fast playing scenarios* and variety*
I rate it a B-f* It does not have battle sound
effects like Eastern Front (that's why I

choose to have both morale and combat
calculations displayed)* and it requires
several disk loads to get into a scenario* It

appears to have adequate error trapping* O

Last month's article of MIDNIGHT STRIP
had a few bugs in it* In line 1211* FS$ cannot
be built using the method mentioned last
month since some of the characters are control
characters and will execute in the string
rather than sit there* This routine will build
the string properly* Just have line 1211 sayi
GOSUB 10000* Note that this program is now
available in the MACE library if you want to
save some typing*

10000 ? CHR$(125)J? JRESTOR5 10)00
t? "1211 FS*=";CHR$(34)J

10010 FOR 1=1 TO 56:READ AJ? CHR*(27);
chr$(A);:next i:? chr$(34):restore!
poke 84*0jreturn

20000 DATA 104tii»4fl33t209fld4*133*2(^

104*141*255*6*10^141*254*6*104*104
168*162*0

20010 DATA 152*129*208^*i73*2S4f4
229* 208*208*8*173*255*6*229*209*208
1*96*24

20020 DATA 169*1*101 1208*133*208»169
0,101*209*133^209469*0*240*220

THE MOST IMPORTANT
PERIPHERAL YOU'LL EVER OWN
Because the Michigan Atari Computer Enthusiasts

provides you with information atKHJt your personal
computer system. There are special interest groups
in Forth, 6502 Assembler, Basic, Games, Education,
Business Applications and more. Our monthly meet-
ing offers exciting, informative presentations in the
very latest hardware and software products, games
and techniques. Our 24 hour Electronic Bulletin

Board System becoming a standard for other Atari

groups across the nation. A growing diverse local

and international membership and award winning
proprietary software — all dedicated to providing
you with the finest Atari® user support system any-
where.

And don't forget M.A.C.E. Magazine — stimulat-
ing, timely, and informative. Quality product reviews,
interesting tutorials and 'how to do it' articles offer

you page for page one of the most comprehensive
Atari* related publications available.

Why not give us a try? Your $15.00 membership
also includes a subscription to M.A.C.E. magazine.
Plug us in and boot us upl We thinic you'll agree that

M.A.C.E is the most important peripheral you'll ever
own.

Send check or money order to: MJLC*E^ P.O.
Box 2785 Southfield, Michigan 48037.



UNCLAS EPSON HX-SOFT
oWith Graftrax Plus Chip5-»450

Revision "B" Operating system ROMS-*16

Call Sheldon Leemonf 398-2608

ATARI CARTRIDGES
Music Composer $24

Asteroids $20

Energy Czar %1

Space Invaders *7
Statistics I $7

(Sorry^ cwily 1 of each)

REALISTIC DX-300 RECEIVER
digitals general coverages

Like newr only *22S

call; 399-6964

FOR SALE
Atari word procBSSor»#f*89

1 16K RAMm349
Eastern Front (disk)*.* 19

Datasoft Mail Ust (disk)to*19

Compt card file (APX)m**9

All items as priced or b«ft offer* Call Ken Van

DelleOf 821-5706

AT^X SOO
16K, BASIC J»575
Call Russ, 599-3278

1982 MEETING SCHEDULE

JULY 15

AUGUST 19

SEPTEMBER 16

OCTOBER 21

NOVEMBER 18

DECEMBER 16

BERKLEY COMMUNITY CENTER

2400R0BINA

BERKLEY. MICHIGAN

NOTICE TO MEMBERS

Me M3y be MOvinQ to new
nd biQ^er •fscilities in

benber* We will le<^

know 3S soon 3S -the

xnl'orMSi^ion is »v»il3ble«



Listen towhat
yourmoneycanbuy

Top-quality Aiwa portable stereo

is on sale, including the Aiwa C8-
440 AM FM stereo cassette re-

corder with 2 shortwave bands
and world-wide voltage. And JVC.
Hitachi. Panasonic, and Crown of

Japan portables are priced to

travel, too!

CARSmiO
Pioneer car stereo to fit must cars

is on sale, including the KP-ftSOO
AM 'FM stereo cassette player with

Supertuner and the deluxe tri-

axial TS-e96 6x9" speakers. You
can also drive a bargain on Sony.
Jensen. Clarion. Mitsubishi, and
C«)ncord car steroo!

JBISPEAKBIS
Save on JBL speakers, like the
magnificent R-13S 3-way tower.

Breakthrough speakers from Ohm.
Celeslion. EPI. Infinity. Cerwin-
Vega. and TDC are clearance-

priced too!

SONY CASSim KCKS

JVCRECBVERS
Tech Hifi will not be undersold!

We will meet or beat the price of any authorized dealers

on any component they have in stock.

ASK ABOUT M.A.C.E. DISCOUNTS

28007 West Eight Mile Rd., Farmington 477-8810

Better price. Better advice.

ytSK



SCREEJSL DXJMF For*
GRAPHIC3 MODE S>

This program will allow you to dump a

graphics mode 9 or 11 screen to an EPSON
printer with GRAFTRAX-80 or
6RAFTRAX-PLUS installed* The program only

needs to be appended to the end of the
program that generates the screen which you

desire to be copied to the printer*

Graphics mode 9 on the ATARI (with GTIA)
allows 16 intensities of any one color to be

plotted on the screen in a 80<X) by 192(T)

matrix* The 'dots' that are plotted in mode
nine are rectangles that are four times as
wide as they are high» or basically four
graphics mode 8 'dots' next to each other

horizontially* Similarly> graphics mode 11

^dots' are the same shape^ but they are
displayed as 16 distinct colorst all with the

same intensity*

The problem that occurs in copying these

types of graphics screens to a printer is in

finding a way to represent 16 intensities or

colors on a printer which only prints in black

and white* The solution is to use a technique

similar to what newspapers do for printing

pictures* That ist numbers of black and white

dots placed close to each other appear grey to

the eye* By varying the ratio of black to

white dotSf varying shades of grey are
obtained* To obtain 16 different shades of

grey» 16 dot patterns are needed* This
program uses a pattern of two rows of eight

dots to obtain 16 dot patterns# and maintain

the 1 by 4 size ratio of the gref^Moi moAm 9

and 11 'dot'*

The first line iii^'ttHi progrMi Usting
dimensions room for the string which will hold

the dot patterns for the 'grey scale'» and for

the buffer that will hold the data for the

EPSON* The next step is to insert a prefix

into the line buffer for the EPSON that tells

the printer that the 384 bytes following
should be printed as dot graphics characters*

Line 1100 is where GREY$ is initialized*

Unfortunatlyt GREY* is almost all ATARI
graphics characters^ which don't print very

well on a printer* GREY$ must be created by

entering the characters described in the

following REM statements between the quotes

on line 1100* For example, (INV\ESC\CTRL »
means to press the 'ATARI' key to get inverse

characters, then press the 'ESC (escape) key,

then hold down the CTRL key and press the >

key* press the 'ATARI' key again to get back
to normal characters* There should only be
enough characters to fill the space between
the double quotes on line 1100* In line 1160»

the printer is opened for output, and in lines

1210-1220 three lines are skipped, and then

the line size on the EPSON is set to a line 8

dots high* Finally, in the main loop of the
program, the screen is read in vertical stripes

from top to bottom, with each screen dot

converted to a double byte dot pattern
according to its intensity* The program is

entered by executing a GOSUB 1000 in the

BASIC program which creates the graphics

screen* The program may be renumbered to fit

anywhere in your existing program, as long as

the GOSUB which calls the program points to

the first line of the screen dump program* To
complete a screen dump it takes about 13

minutes* Q

IIM DIN GREY«(3Z),BUFFERI(1M)

1020 REH TELL PRINTER NEXT 381 BYTES

1030 iEH ME DOT PATTERNS

1010 REH ( 19M^) ^
1040 EtlTER»(l)=aR$(27):BUFFER$(2)="K"

1081 GUFFERI(3)Olil(128)!BUFFER$(1)s

0M(1)
1100 GREY$=^"

•

1110 REN GREYi-"(INV\ESC\CTRL > )(INV\ESC\CTRL >

xnvscTRL ; xnv .

)

1120 REH (INV\CTRL ,* XINV )(INV N XINV 7 XINV [

X N XINV ] X F )

list REN (INV Y X F XINV i X U X I XINWCTRL Y X
$ )(IHV\CTRL Y )( $ )

IHO REH (INVXCTRL Q XCTRL Q )( H XCTRL D )( A

XCTRL D XSPACE)(CTI1 , )

1150 REH (CTRL PXCTRL , XCTRL ,
)"

1160 OPEN #7,8,0,"PJ"

1181 REH «7 UNEIOimi TO EKHT DOTS

1190 (£H AM) SKP TWEE LINES

1210 PRINT *7JPRINT #7

1220 PKIKT «7;CHRM27M'W;OliMM
1210 REH READ SCREEN IN ^HCM. STRIPES

1250 REH AND GENERATE BUFFERI

1270 FOR X=79 TO I STEP -1

1280 F'=5:F0R Y=0 to 191

1300 LOCATE X,Y,A!PTR^fl

1321 BUFFERI(P,Pti)4»EY«(PTR»ni^l>

1330 P=f+2

1310 NEXT Y

1351 PRDir *7r "{BUFFERI

1360 >EXT X

1370 CLOSE *7:RETURN



By Dale Eisenberger

Partn

Most beginning programiriers start out
going to the keyboard with an ideat sitting
down» and coding a program on the fly* For
very simple proflrauiis this process is
adequate» but anything of quality needs
definition and design before beginning to code*

Don't be afraid to spend most of your time
defining what you want to do in great detail*

Until you have these details^ you cannot
design the structure of the program* And don't

be fooledf you are creating an order from the
uncountable variablestand syntax rules» and
randomness of the Atari universe* Writing a
program takes a great deal of effort* Reward
yourself ear^*

In BasiCy to speed programs upt the
language requires subroutineSf(and some
programmers feel FOR/NEXT loops and
GOTO's should be in the front of the program*
The nature of the system says that when the
program icmm mnf brmndMngf it has to go back
to the beginning of the program to find where
it left off* This is not good for beginning
programmers* It disturbs the logical sequence
and flow of the program^ for the sake of
decreasing the run time of the program* I feel

that the most emphasis should be on
organizing the program in such a fashion that

it is easy to find logic errorst and easy to
understand* Once the program is working
correctly^ you can begin to rearrange it to

make it run faster* Yes» it is harder to
retrofit time-saving code» but you will then
only have to test the speeding up of the code>
not the work of the progi^ itself*

Hhen you look at a double-layer» double
chocolate caket yxiiir^ind often wishes it

could engulf the entire cake with a single
gulp* Speaking from past experience^ let me
9M%urm you IT HON'T WORK! You have to cut

it down to size* Cut the cake into sections for

each person at the table* Some people want a
large slices some a small slice* In the same
wayf you must divide you program into
sections* A section of code to set switches
and vaIamis wiU probably be smaller than a

section that processes a particular type of
record* Just as a whole cake is too much to
eat in one byte (excuse me» bite)» a piece of
cake is also too much* He have to take a fork
to it to cut it down to a size we can eat* Tour
section of code has to be broken down to a
size where you can know all the variables that
affect this section of code^ what this section

of code will do to these variablest and where
in the program will the computer go nextt

TO SUMMARIZE!

1* Spend most of your time defining and
designing what you want your program to do in

great detail*

2« Getting the program working correctly

tsmmm first; worrying about the time it takes
to run the program comes later*

% Cut your program down into the smallest
logical sectionSf until you understand
everything about that sectioiMk



Editor's note*

Tliim article originated on CONFER^ a
computer conference* CONFER is one of the
many features available on the Michigan
Terminal System (MTS)-an inter-computer
system linking many universities^ businesses

»

and individuals in Michigan^ Canadat and
anywhere else a modem will traveL The article

is recommended for intermediate or advanced
users*

Part 1

By Jon Tara

General Characteristics

(DCE-DTE Distinction)

Every microcomputer user has had to
tangle with RS-232 at one time or anothert

and it is usually not a pleasant experience*
Even those of us with years of experience in

the field fH»t amAjsed at timeSf

This is the first of a short series of
ITEMS intended to explain the basics of
RS-232 interfaces^ and some of the common
"tricks'* that can be played to make life easier
when trying to get one RS-232 device to talk
to another*

RS-232 is an Electronic Industries
Association standard calling out electrial and
operational characteristics for a serial
interface between Pata Terminal
Equipment ( i*e* Terminals) and Data
Communication Eouipment Cite^ Modems)*
Suprisinglyt RS-232 does *not* call-out the
TYPE of connector to be usedt although it

#does« call^out pin nuiirtiers* Fortunately^
this has never been a problem* The de-facto
standard connector for RS-232 is the DB-25
series of connectors*

The standard calls for a female connector
on DCE (modem) interfaces and a eiale
connector on DTE (terminal) interfaces*
Unfortunately^ this is a poorly adhered-to
aspect of the standard* many terminals use
female connectors^ even though they are
wired with a DTE interface*

Now you may begin to smell something

fishy here! what do you do when you want to
connect something (a terminal or a modem) to
a sesmputert^lfMIt aioirding to the standard^
YOU DON'T!

Of course^ it^s done all the time# and this

is where things get ^really* confusing* A
computer ^ort may be set up to "look like**

either ir DTE (terminal) interface or DCE
(modem) interface* Burn this into your brain

right now*

-A DTE interface "looks like" a terminal"

"A DCE interface "looks like" a modem*"

And oops> sorry perns# you've gotta match
them up in pairs*

"A DTE cannot talk to another DTE"
"A DCE cannot talk to another DCE"*

(There is a way around this> and I'll discuss
it in another ITEM*)

SOf before you plug an RS-232 device into

your computer » you've got to decide what your
compiler "looks like"r The connector situation
is even more confusing with computer than
with terminals* (I've found that you can hit

right 60% of the time by going AGAINST the
standard***) The best bet is to check your
comfmtm manual* GENERALLY^ thought mini
and micro-computers will be set up as DCEs»
so that they can talk to a terminal* Q

The original articles that appear in M.A.C.E. may be reprinted without

permission by school and college publications, personal computing club

newsletters and nonprofit publications. Each article reprinted must carry

a notice to the effect that it is a reprint from M.A.C.E. and give credit to

the author. © 1982

Michigan Atari Computer Enthusiasts is a club and users grcxip and is not affiliated with the Atari

Company, a Division of Warner Communications inc.



by Sbtldon Leemon

I finally got some feedback on the column!
And while a lot of it was just wondering why
the buggy old GET BYTES-PUT BYTiaCK*
routines didn't work» some interesting
questions were raised^ and so I guess I'm not
quite ttemigh with tliAt topict

Question number one dealt with line
lOlOtPUT *1»PEEK(939K Some members found
that the PEEK did not save the graphics mode
number as intended* WelU I forgot to mention
that while PEEK(939) will contain the graphics
mode number immediately after the GRAPHICS
statmenti when you use PLOT and ORANTO
the number gets changed* Therefore^ unless
you save the graphics mode number before the
PLOTS and DRAWTOs, it is best to change
that line to PUT *1, MODE_NUMBER» where
MODE^NUMBER represents the number of the
moae you are^ysing* And if you have tried
reading some of the files that were created
with the wrong mode number in the first bytet
you can read them fine by changing the
statement in the Read program from
GRAPHICS A to GRAPHICS whatever number
is appropriate*

The second question came from Pat Warnshuis^
editor of the Portland Atari Club newsletter*
He wrote a program to copy the ROM character
set to disk using the PUT BYTES routine, but
when he tried to read the file, he kept getting
Error 164^ Sector Link Mismatch* Hell»
another thing I forgot to tell you is that you
can't use the routine to write bytes from
ROM* Why not? Because the DOS routine
cleverly tries to add the sector link
information after each 128 bytes right to your
buffert so it can then copy the whole sector
outf link info and all* Afterwards, it restores
your buffer information, substituting what
was originally there fic»r the three byte sector
link data* With a program in ROM, it will try

to swap in sector link informationt but of
course nothing will get written* As a result,
the last three bytes will be the original ROM
data, and not the sector link info nteded by
DOS to read ttie file* Virilat instant sector
mismatch! The other bad part of this sloppy
coding is if something happens to the system
bef^^rv It restores your original data, you are
stuck with sector link information in your

code, thus making you pay for DOS' mistake*
These problems are treated at length in the
July issue of COMPUTE, in Bill Wilkinson's
column, under the heading of Burst I/O* A
subtle feature of Marcus Watts' K-DOS, which
I did not mention in my review last month,
because I felt it was too technical^ is that it

first writes the data for a sector to a buffer,
before it adds the sector link information and
copies it to disk, so that if the routine blows
up, your code doesn't go with it*

While not really a question, Dave Menconi
at Atari says that I should have mentioned
that the CIO routine is excellent for
transfering machine code subroutines from a
disk file to page 6 or wherever* Consider it

mentioned*

Hell campers, keep in toucht and we'll have
more surprised later* ^

Reprinted fron the Jersey^ Atari Conputer Group
Neusletter - N3!j498Z

By Ken Roser

10 REM REVISION B ROM TEST
20 REM
30 REM PROGRAM WILL READ EVERY LOCN
40 REM IN THE lOK OS ROM AND CALC
50 REM A CHECKSUM FOR THE DATA.
60 REM CHKSUM IS PRINTED FOLLOWED
70 REM BY EITHER A P^SED OR FAmSD*
80 REM
90 REM CORRECT CHECKSUM FOBJiEV.B ROM
100 REM IS 235
no REM
120 CLR :DIM M*(1),M(29)JGRAPHICS 0
150 ? JFOR Y = l TO 29JREAD NJPOEB
ADR(M*HYtN;NEXT Y
130 X=USR(ADR(M*)-H)
140 ? "CHECKSUM IS "{X

150 IF X«235 THEN ? "PASSED"
160 IF X0235 THEN ? "FAILED"
170 END
180 DATA 169»216,133,204,169A133,203,
168,24,113,203

190 DATA 200,208t251»230>204,20ef247,
141,212,0,169,0,141,213,0,104,96



By Guy A* Hurt

Aft a member of Capitol Hill Atari Owners
Society (C»H.A*0»S*) in Lansing^ and a COBOL
programmer for the State, I am proud to run

items ofwtwwt in this excellent publication*

Today, I wish to discuss three of the
specialized variables that we programmers use

in the DP icteta procMwig) worlci and then 111

let you tackle a small problem*

The specialized variables that I briefly

wish to discuss are: COUNTERS,
SHITHCES AND SAVERS*

Counters are used to count up items of

interest* In many cases, these items are

records but they can also be particular
circumstances or events* A typical BASIC
statement to update (i*e*,to add one to) a
counter might be: 100 C0UNTER=C0UNTER+1

SMX-tches are geaerally used to

indicate whether or not a certain condition or

situation is in effect or not, or has occured at

not* It is not uncommon for thmmm switches to

work in a binary fashion with zero meaning the

event has not occured (or is not in effect)

while a one means it has occured (or is in

effect)* A typical BASIC stateiMiit ito turn a

switch "ON" lie.f indicate that the event has

occurid^ght bffi40aSHITCH^l

Savers are generally used to save the

value of avariabJ^ for future comparison
purposes* An example of tiMi ime for a save
variable is a program that's looking for the

largest number in an arbitrarily long list of

numbers* A typical BASIC statement to save

the value of a variable might be{ 100
SAVARIABLE^VARIABLE

With all of the above in mind then, let's

move along to that little problem I promised

you* It reads as follows? -

Write a BASIC program (with only 1 READ
statement, only 1 PRINT statement and no.

ARRAYS or TABLES), to read in a series of

integers and list out the first number
regardless and all the even numbers
thereafter •*•

- unless the current number read in is

NEGATIVE, then list out the number if it is

odd*»*
~

- unless the last number listed was larger

than the square of the mimbw' that followed it

in the input list

- and that at least three such numbers have

been listed »•*

- and that the absolute difference between

the number of numbers listed and the number
of mimbers read (excluding the current numberi^^

exceeds twOf«*

- and that the number of numbers read prior

to the current number that were not listed

does not exceed threeo*

•then by all means do not list the number,

otherwise do so^

After the last number in the input has been

processed, execute the following logic!

1000 SOUND 0,150,10,10

1010 FOR 1=1 TO lOOJNEXT I

1020 END

The signal the above logic produces lets

you know you are done* Run your program
twice mth the following sets of data:

DATA SET 1 8,-8,-1,2

-1,2,-1,2,-1,-2,2,-1,-4,4 -
-1,2,-1,4,-2,1,0

DATA SET 2 7,5f3,i

By the way, consider zero to be both even and

positive*

Now I know the problem reads like a mixed

bag of words* But if you go through it slowly,

and break it up into smaller pieces, you'll see

that it's not so bad^

Please send your program solutions to*

GUT A. HURT
P.O. BOX 12195 ,

LANSING,MI. 48901 '
*

The first person to submit a correct program

solution, documenting the program listing, will

receivf a free KACE disk or tape of their

choice*

I All entries nust be postftdrked no later than

nidnight, Septewber 6, 1982» Winners will be notified

nail or in person*



MICHIQAN ATARI COMPUTER ENTHUSIASTS

President:

Vice Pres.:

Treasurer:

Secretary:

Arlan Levitan

12709 Borgman
Huntington Woods, MI 48070
399-6963

Micronet: 70675,463

Source ID: TCT987

Jerry Aamodt
4148 Huhn
Rochester, MI 48063
574-1020

Judy Braun
39281 Eliot

Mt. Clemens, MI 48043

Sheldon Lieemon
14400 Elm
Oak Park, MI 48237
398-2608

Programs: Gary Luzier

22530 Gordon
St. Clair Shores, MI 48081
773-3446

Librarians: Sam Findley (Disk)

8171 Denwood, Apt. #1
Sterling Heights, MI 48077
939-3822

Rodney Graham (Tape)
12270 Deming
Sterling Heights, MI 48077
264-6355

Newsletter: Marshall Dubin
2639 Hempstead
Auburn Heights, MI 48057

Program Library Submission Form
I wish to submit the following program to the M.A.C.E. program library. I

warrant that I have good title to this program, and that it does not infringe upon
any copyright. Limited rights are transfimed li#iewith for the me of thm program
within the membership of M.A.C.E. and its associated Atari Computer organiza-
tions.

Program Name
Description —

Submission Media: Tape Disk List

Catagory: Business Demonstration Education Game
Minimum System: Memory

Disk

K BASIC
Tape Interface

Assembler .

Modem

Utility

PILOT.
Printer

Name ,

Joystick Controllers Paddle Controllers

Phone

Other.

PASCAL
Light Pen.

Keyboard Cont.

_ Date

I.A.C.E.

P.0 Box 2785
Southfield, Ml 48037

$15.00 fM for12 months*

Name
Street

City_

.A.C.E. Membership Application
Phone —

State Zip Code

Company (if applicable)

System Description

Suggestions

I can help with . .

.

Disk/Tape.

New

Renewal

*MaluBi checks payable to:

M.A.C.E.

Date

Amount

Cash

Check Number

Coupon

. Membership Card Number

Expires
.



RITE WAY ENTERPRISES
RYTHING OlSCOl

Monitors

BMC

YDAY

S3^

Color $289
12* GRN Phosphor

r0ff9f\

8262 TWELVE MILE

WARREN. MI. 48093

(313) 751-2^154

nacouMT

Computer
SOURCE

IfTEWAV

12 MILE

OPEN
10 a.m.-9 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.

MICHIGAN ATARI COMPUTER ENTHUSIASTS
P.O. BOX 2785
SOUTHFIELD, MICHIGAN 48037

BULK RATE
U.S. POSTAGE

PAID
PERMIT #431

SOUTHFIELD, Ml

IMPORTANT DATED MATERIAL

PLEASE DO NOT DELAY
Printing and Bindery Services by • GRAPHIC ENTERPRISES. INC. Detroit. Michigan • 313-839-6800


